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Emergency supplies demand
forecasting for large scale natural

disasters
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Abstract. Categories, degrees and possibilities of natural disasters vary greatly in di�erent

areas and di�erent seasons, so the types and amount for emergency supplies are also di�erent.

Generally, emergency supplies demand can be forecast through the establishment of model. From

the perspective of early warning management, historical and geographical distribution of natural

disasters can be analyzed by applying ARCGIS to make spatial statistics, and establish composite

demand distribution model of multi-disaster emergency supplies with certain defense levels, in order

to solve the problems according to disasters distribution design application examples in China, and

provide support for emergency supplies reserve decision.
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1. Introduction

The accuracy of the demand forecasting of emergency supplies in large-scale
natural disaster areas will directly a�ect the quality and e�ciency of disaster relief,
so on the emergency supplies demand forecasting, we should make use of ARCGIS to
forecast the emergency supplies demand on the basis of early warning management.
Taking the actual situation of the disaster area into consideration, we should �rst
establish a disaster case base in our country according to the historical data, and then
determine the key factors in�uencing the emergency supplies, and �nally establish
the emergency supplies demand forecasting system model and ful�ll the forecasting
goal.
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2. Theoretical Analysis of Emergency Supplies in China

2.1. Research Ideas

The main task of this project is to complete the large-scale natural disaster
emergency supplies demand forecast with the methods of system analysis, model,
algorithm and application research on the basis of modern research. Thus the latest
research results and trends can be learnt and the quality of the research can be
improved. In the prediction of supplies demands, it's necessary to construct the
mathematical model and implement the demand forecasting with the research results
of reserve distribution decision theory and the current practical investigation of the
domestic and international emergency supplies reserve as the basis. ARCGIS spatial
statistics are used to do the demand forecasting. After the establishment of the
model, it is necessary to carry out the actual data validation or computer simulation
through fuzzy clustering algorithm. Finally, a numerical example analysis is made
to study the current situation of emergency supplies demand and to put forward the
corresponding countermeasures [1, 2].

2.2. Theories of Emergency Supplies Demand

There are many types of natural disasters in China. The ARCGIS space statistics
show that the common natural disasters include not only the sudden disasters such
as earthquakes, volcano eruptions, tsunamis, typhoons, landslides and �oods, but
also the environmental pollution disasters, such as drought, deserti�cation, gradual
drought and water pollution. These disasters pose a great threat to the safety of
human's life and property. After natural disasters, it's critical to do emergency sup-
plies allocation and supplies preparation. Di�erent scholars de�ne the emergency
supplies from di�erent angles and scopes. Taking the current de�nitions and litera-
ture research into consideration, the author de�nes the emergency supplies as: the
indemni�catory supplies used to cope with large-scale natural disasters or public
safety emergency. When we forecast the emergency supplies demand of the disaster
area, it is necessary to consider the types, quantity, quality and structure of emer-
gency supplies. We should take many factors into consideration and predict the
emergency supplies demand according to di�erent classi�cations and levels of the
demand[3].

3. Model Building and Analysis

3.1. Establishment of Weight Coe�cients[3]

Supposing that there are z cases, and case set with m attributes in the database,
attribute set F=[F F F. . . . . . F], ω = [ω1 · · · , ωm] on the above basis, the in�uence
weight set meets the conditions

∑m
j=1 ωj = 1 , in which j=[1,2,3. . . . . .m].

Data case set is used to construct the attribute value matrix D. Target case isD0,
D= [D D D. . . . . . D]. Matrix D and target case Dtogether form matrixΩ(z+1)×m.
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The entropy weighting method is used to normalize the matrix as D, which
is normalized as G, and the standard deviation of matrix G with relatively small
di�erences is obtained.

Formula 1: D∗
ij =

L+D∗
ij∑n

i=1(L+D
∗
ij)

, in which i=1,2,3. . . . . . z, j=1,2,3. . . . . .m

Standard matrix G is as follows:
Formula 2: Gij =

L+D∗
ij∑n

i=1(L+D
∗
ij)

, L=2.

Taking formula 1 into 2, we can get the j normalized index expectationµj =
1
z

∑z
i=1G

∗
ij , standard deviationσj =

√
1
z ·

∑z
i=1(G∗

ij − µj)2, and according toσj , the

j index weight wjof case base is calculated: wj =
σj∑m

j=1 σj
.

3.2. Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm

Fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. It proposes the
overall plan and takes urgency, importance, interchangeability, access di�culty, time-
liness, raising cycle and raising cost into consideration, which helps to forecast the
demand of emergency supplies according to di�erent classi�cations and levels [4, 5].

Fuzzy C clustering algorithm in fact divides 1 vector xinto c category groups, x=[x
x. . . . . . x], q ranges between 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . l; When the classi�cation is completed,
clustering center of each category group will be calculate to have the minimum
objective function value of non-similarity index, in order to reduce the impact on
emergency supplies demand.

Clustering algorithm will be used to do fuzzy division, to make the membership
degree of each element in the range of 0�1, if the membership degree of a data set
is 1, then

∑c
i=1 µij = 1, j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , l.

In the formula,µij represents the membership degree of the data set, and the
value is in the range of 0�1; ci is the clustering center of category group I; dij
represents the distance between the j data point and the i clustering center, which
can be simpli�ed as(ci xj); the range of value m??fuzzy weighted index??is[1,+∞).

3.3. Determination of Key Factors

In order to construct the prediction model, it is necessary to learn the most basic
key factors and determine the similar cases by using the key factors, which will help
to carry on the scienti�c reasonable prediction for the supplies demand, [6].

To complete the demand classi�cation prediction of emergency supplies after
disaster, �rstly the relationship between demand and variables, such as disaster
categories, disaster mild, disaster season, and the number of victims. A conceptual
model is set up based on the relationship between the requirements variables. The
speci�c formula isΓ = f(α, β, δ, ϕ, γ), in whichΓrepresents supplies demand, and the
extreme is the ultimate goal of emergency supplies demand forecasting. α represents
the types of disasters; β represents the disaster intensity;δrepresents the types of
supplies; ϕ represents disaster season or time, γ represents the number of people
a�ected by the disasters, including the people whose property are lost and whose
lives are threatened, such as the homeless, the injured, the dead and so on.
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Supposing a large earthquake occurs in a region, and the earthquake brings great
harm, and the death toll and property loss degree are very high, we can make Qian
Xinming's study on the demand for emergency supplies per capita [7] as one of the
basic standards of emergency supplies demand forecasting, and predict the demand
of emergency supplies by the calculation methods of the following supplies.

First of all, it is necessary to make clear of the basic data range of the variables
such asα, β, δ, ϕ, γand other variables in the disaster area. The data can be got by
drawing lessons from the emergency supplies demand in similar historical cases, and
taking the actual situation of the local disaster into consideration. Thus the demand
for emergency supplies in this region can be roughly determined.

The general calculation formula for the real supplies demand of the similar his-
torical cases (large-scale, high grade seismic earthquake) is as follows:

Number of the tents=0.25×the number of the homeless, which mainly refers to
the a�ected people without any relatives or friends who can accommodate them;
number of the stretchers =0.08×the number of the injured; number of the medical
drugs =2.5×the number of the injured; volume of plasmml=50×the number of the
injured. The calculation data are based on the number of the original stretchers,
and the actual demand can be obtained by reducing the original amount with the
calculation data.

General prediction for dietary needs: cooked emergency food (kg) =0.5×total
number of people in disaster areas; instant emergency noodles (packs) =2×total
number of people in disaster areas; emergency drinking water (kg) =2×total number
of people in disaster areas.

General prediction for accommodation: number of quilts / blankets =0.02×total
number of people in disaster areas; cotton / clothing pieces=6.8×the number of
the injured+2.156×total number of people in disaster areas; shoes pairs=0.79×the
number of the injured +0.2×total number of people in disaster areas. Total number
of people in disaster areas includes total number of victims and total number of
rescue people. When calculating the amount of clothing, and the number of quilts,
etc., we need to reduce the original amount and number. This prediction method is
a general demand prediction based on the similar cases.

Similar cases are determined based on the analysis, and demand for emergency
resources are attained by modeling. Supposing there are q kinds of supplies demand,
emergency supplies demand index of similar cases is r, the total amount of supplies
demand is ϕ, and key index value of the target case is R, we can obtain h type
supplies demand ϕ of the target case according to the similar principle.

ϕT−h = RT · ϕh

r , in which h is in the range of 1,2,3. . . . . . q
According to the constructed demand model, the �nal demand forecasting for-

mula is:
ϕT−mean = (

ϕ1

r1
+
ϕ2

r2
+ · · ·+ ϕn

rn
) ·RT

Taking ϕinto ϕ, we can get the �nal actual demand amount based on the under-
standing of the di�erences of key clustering supplies and key factors.
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4. Countermeasure Suggestions

(1)Grading and Classi�cation of Emergency Supplies Demand
Fuzzy clustering analysis is made to classify and grade the emergency supplies

demand and to judge and predict the actual demand of emergency supplies according
to the usage classi�cation, the speci�c circumstances and nature of supplies demand.
Emergency supplies are used to achieve the �rst aid and satisfy the victims' require-
ments of clothing, food, housing, and other basic requirements. In the light of the
nature of emergency supplies and the relationship between goods and supplies, the
emergency supplies of natural disasters are divided into 4 categories .

(2)Grading of Emergency Supplies Demand
According to the essential characteristics of emergency supplies and the relation-

ship between species, multi-objective optimization and cluster analysis are applied
to establish a comprehensive model of emergency supplies classi�cation, so as to
complete the hierarchical demand forecasting of emergency supplies. The main pur-
pose of classi�cation management of emergency supplies is to determine the level of
emergency supplies demand, which can optimize the quality of demand forecasting,
better complete the procurement, storage and transportation of goods, and facilitate
the rapid allocation and management of the limited emergency resources.

(3)Constant Improvement of Emergency Supplies Reserves Security Mechanism
in China

In recent years, natural disasters frequently occur in China. In order to reduce
the threats that natural disasters bring to people's life and property, the government
should continue to improve our emergency supplies security mechanism, increase
the cohesion of reserves, distribution, and transportation of emergency supplies, and
ensure emergency supplies be delivered to the disaster area fast and e�ciently.

5. Conclusion

Spatial statistical methods of geographical information system should be fully uti-
lized for the large-scale natural disaster emergency supplies demand forecast. With
the similar historical case data as the base of the demand forecasting model, we can
grade and classify the emergency supplies demands based on the emergency resource
distribution data. Generally, fuzzy clustering analysis and fuzzy comprehensive eval-
uation are used to carry out classi�cation research. Through the construction of
conceptual model, a comprehensive index system is established to comprehensively
re�ect the level of emergency supplies demand. Due to the sudden and non-routine
natural disasters, in the real supplies reserve, the dynamic multi-objective decision
model of maximum utility and maximum degree of time satisfaction should be es-
tablished, which can solve the problems of supplies objects distribution, agreements
and reserves of production capacity. Level of distribution and interchangeability of
supplies is comprehensively considered to carry out fuzzy clustering analysis and
better forecast the demand of emergency supplies.
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